
KGs Visit to the Post office 

The famous writer Haruki Murakami once said,” How wonderful it is to be able to 

write someone a letter...to feel like conveying your thoughts…to put your thoughts 

into words.” 

Taking inspiration from these words, our little KG children had a wonderful 

experience while visiting a post office located in the vicinity on 8th and 9th August 

2018. 

A circle time was conducted in the respective classrooms prior to the visit and 

children were briefed about how to remain safe in a new environment. 

The children boarded their buses and carried their past cards with them which  

had beautiful messages for their families.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the way to post office Alyonushka from Kg A spotted an “uncle carrying 6 

Indian flags “. Few children spotted green and blue dustbins similar to the ones 

they have in their classrooms. Abel of KG-D spotted the church near Fortis 

Hospital and said “yeh mera church hai, hum God ko bhi message bhej sakte hain.” 

 



As soon as the children entered the post office, they were greeted by a very 

courteous gentleman Mr.Goswami, assistant to the Post  Master.  

The children entered a big room 

where they saw pigeon holes where 

mail is sorted as per are pin code.  

They were amused to see similar 

pigeon holes as they see in their 

classrooms.  

 

Thereafter, the children were escorted to 

another gentleman who started stamping 

their post cards one by one. 

The children met other officials too who 

are responsible for the seamless 

functioning of the post office. While leaving they were offered sweets by Mr 

Rastogi, the Post Master of Vasant Kunj P.O. 

Now, it was time to put the post 

cards in the letter box which had 

a big lock to keep the mail safe 

and their excitement was 

palpable. Ananya of KG-B 

recollected her last visit to post 

office as a nursery child and said, 

“jab mummy ko post card mila tha 



tab vo bahut happy ho gaye thi .” Joyce of KG-A shared, “main family ko message 

diya – ‘Dear family you are my favourite’. “ 

Before proceeding back to our 

school, we expressed gratitude to 

the post master for extending such 

warmth towards our children. We all 

came back with fond memories of our 

visit. It was truly an exciting 

experience for all of us.   

 

  

 


